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Books and Media
Alone on the Wall
By Alex Honnold with David Roberts
W. W. Norton & Company, 2015. 256 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-393-24762-6. Price: $26.95 (hardcover).
Language paints images from the writer’s
mind in the reader’s. I read Alex Honnold’s
book Alone on the Wall hoping that he, through
his words, his language, could help my brain
understand his climbing aptitude and choices.
And, in large measure, his book did help me
understand this remarkable man’s climbing and
evolving life choices.
David Roberts, an extraordinary first ascensionist in his own right,
Massachusetts resident, and the book’s co-author, gives readers context and
a framework through which to view Honnold’s story. Roberts describes the
collaboration, with its wandering path to friendship, as a result of his own best
decades “in the rearview mirror” while Honnold’s “future gleamed through
the windshield ahead of him.”
Alone on the Wall walks us through the young climber’s history so far.
Honnold is known for bold, nearly unprotected hard rock climbing routes,
holding speed records (2:23:46 for the Nose on El Capitan), and creative linkups of classic routes. He has soloed—rock climbed with no ropes or other
gear—at an extraordinarily high level, including classic hard routes on Half
Dome in Yosemite and the beautifully filmed climb of El Sendero Luminoso
in Mexico. Honnold has branched out into Alaska, Patagonia, Africa, and
throughout the world, teaming up with—and learning from—the best of the
previous generations.
He soloed early, perhaps because he was shy. Honnold was reluctant to
approach others at the crags. The book makes clear, however, that he is a good
guy to climb with. He has the friendships and climbing partnerships that we
would all recognize as being some of the best bits of our climbing lives. He is
a truly gifted climber, roped or unroped.
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But what makes him different from most of us is soloing. This ability to
keep his head over so much air on such difficult rock makes this book necessary. I can fathom the path that a person takes to become a better climber. I
can stretch (barely) my mind to understand how one could become even a
great climber. Until this book, I could not begin to divine how one climbs so
hard, so high, so well unroped. John Bachar’s and Peter Croft’s free-soloing
achievements have certainly begged the question before. Honnold has come
of age in a time when feats are more easily recorded and shared. The greater
public knows who he is.
Alone on the Wall does the job I wanted it to: help me understand how a
joyful, talented, complex person can choose soloing near his limit time and
again. Honnold is clear that his choices are not about evading death but living
life. “Danger scares me . . . if I have a certain gift, it’s the ability to keep myself
together in places that allow no room for error. I somehow know, in such a
fix . . . how to breathe deeply, calm myself down, and get on with it.” That I
understand. That ability to be in the moment, keeping focused and breathing
when clarity threatens to abandon you—that I know and have lived. Between
Roberts’s and Honnold’s language, their written words, we are able to connect
our lives to an extraordinary adventurer. For a brief moment, I understand.
We can all understand.
—Donette Swain

AMC’s Best Sea Kayaking in New England:
50 Coastal Paddling Adventures from
Maine to Connecticut
By Michael Daugherty
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2016. 308 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-628420-06-7. Price: $18.95 (paperback).
Any book with “best” in the title invites
argument, or at least spirited debate, especially when
it limits the top coastal kayaking destinations in all of
New England to just 50 selections.
That said, it’s hard to dispute Michael
Daugherty’s choices in AMC’s Best Sea Kayaking in New England: 50 Coastal
Paddling Adventures from Maine to Connecticut. His admittedly subjective list
certainly hits all the highlights.
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The compendium also adheres to the Appalachian Mountain Club’s
trusted guideline formula that incorporates helpful information about
equipment, safety, stewardship, and conservation, along with detailed
descriptions, maps, photographs, recommended and alternate routes, and
historic notes on paddling destinations from Maine’s Isle au Haut to Barn
Island in Connecticut.
As a longtime kayaker who has paddled many of the same waters, I, for
the most part, found myself nodding in agreement—but also noted that
Daugherty, a Registered Maine Guide, seems to have veered slightly off course
when describing trips near my own home base in southeastern Connecticut.
By coincidence, a few days before reading Best Sea Kayaking in New
England, I happened to have paddled the trip he lists for Mystic, an out-andback voyage along the Mystic River and out into the southern side of Fishers
Island Sound (which incidentally, strays into New York).
I’d suggest that future editions include as possible launch sites the Esker
Point Beach, which is easier to use (because of its bigger lot and nearby showers) than the busy River Road site the book recommends.
Daugherty concedes in his introduction that he could not possibly have
paddled all 6,000-plus miles of New England’s coastline and therefore relied
on outside sources for some of his research. A few small errors have crept in.
Masons Island is called Mason Island and he writes that the island was the site
of an infamous massacre of Native Americans in 1637. The raid and torching
of a Pequot Indian village, led by Captain John Mason, took place several
miles away in Groton.
Daugherty is in more familiar waters in his home state of Maine, where
more than half the trips in 50 Coastal Paddling Adventures originate.
I’ve paddled extensively in Muscongus Bay and found Daugherty’s recommended route from Friendship along an island chain to be accurate
and insightful. Likewise, I concur with his choices of Monomoy Islands off
Cape Cod in Massachusetts and Newport, Rhode Island.
Because Maine is a long way from home, I’m less familiar with the
rest of that state’s extensive coastline, but after reading Daugherty’s lavish
descriptions of such enticing destinations as Machias Bay, Muscle Ridge, and
Damariscove Island, to name a few, I intend soon to steer north and take
advantage of what indeed must be among the best sea kayaking adventures
in New England.
—Steve Fagin
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AMC’s Best Day Hikes in the
White Mountains: Four-Season Guide
to 60 of the Best Trails in the
White Mountains (3rd Edition)
By Robert N. Buchsbaum
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2016. 368 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-028-9. Price: $19.95
(paperback).
Many hikers, myself included, have
typically navigated toward the majestic, towering
summits of the Presidential Range when venturing into New Hampshire’s White Mountains,
but when our son was a toddler, we learned to appreciate less formidable, and
less-crowded, natural attractions more suitable for young legs.
Now, those of a certain age are discovering these same destinations also are
appropriate for older legs, and such accessible locales draw an equal number
of preschoolers and senior citizens.
Robert N. Buchsbaum has done an admirable job in updating this third
edition of the White Mountains day-hike guide, available for the first time
in full color.
The 60 day trips are spread throughout the Whites—Waterville Valley;
Kancamagus Highway; the Conway region; Franconia, Crawford, Zealand,
Pinkham, and Evans notches; and the North Country—and take hikers to
scenic overlooks, waterfalls, lakes, and streams. This truly is a book for all
seasons, listing routes that can be followed on snowshoes or cross-country
skis, as well as where you can best view spring wildflowers and fall foliage.
As always in the Appalachian Mountain Club series, there are detailed
maps and summaries of time, distance, and difficulty level. An easy-to-read
chart also shows which trails allow dogs.
Beyond being simply a guide to trails, Best Day Hikes in the White
Mountains is an authoritative resource detailing the region’s rich natural and
cultural history and includes an appendix suggesting the best strategies for
family outings. The best tip: “Hiking with children requires flexibility, a sense
of humor, and patience.”
Come to think of it, the same advice applies to senior citizens.
—Steve Fagin
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Living with Bears Handbook
(Expanded 2nd Edition)
By Linda Masterson
PixyJack Press, 2016. 290 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-936555-61-1. Price: $24 (paperback).
Having once been charged and darn
near mauled by a grizzly outside Denali National
Park in Alaska, I could write the world’s shortest
handbook on how to live with bears. It would
consist of one page, containing one sentence:
“Don’t go anyplace where there are bears.”
Unfortunately, with the bear population
expanding across the continent and human development increasingly
extending into their territory, this advice is easier said than done. All of us
who go into the outdoors will encounter black bears (in the East) and grizzlies
(in the West).
“Every year in North America thousands of healthy black bears and more
than a hundred grizzly bears lose their lives for being too good at making a
living in people country,” wildlife expert Linda Masterson writes. Naturally,
it’s up to people to correct this terrible problem, and Masterson offers a series
of recommendations, ranging from such commonsense advice as not leaving
pet food outdoors to more complex strategies for bear-proofing gardens. She
also tells you what to do when you encounter a black or brown bear in the
wild. (Hint: Don’t run like the dickens.)
Masterson has written a useful, informative handbook not just for
adventurers but also for farmers, beekeepers, and a growing number of
suburbanites likely to cross paths with a bear. If I ever get to Alaska again, I’ll
be sure to pack a copy—along with a canister of bear spray.
—Steve Fagin
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The Green Guide to Low-Impact
Hiking and Camping
By Laura and Guy Waterman
The Countryman Press, 2016. 276 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-58157-394-7.
Price: $18.95 (paperback).
First published in 1979 as Backwoods Ethics
and now in its third edition, The Green Guide to
Low-Impact Hiking and Camping was the first
widely available, comprehensive discussion of
human impacts in the recreational backcountry.
Full of valuable and practical advice for hikers,
climbers, and campers on reducing the imprint of their visits to the woods, it
was a landmark book when it first came out. It remains essential reading for
anyone who spends significant time outdoors.
Opening with a new introduction by Laura Waterman that addresses
contemporary issues such as cell phone use, the book otherwise remains largely
the same as the last edition, except for some updating edits. It’s divided into
four major sections. “Hikers: Who Are We” addresses the quirky community
of mountain trampers, from their penchant to exaggerate such things as pack
weight and temperatures to the allure of peakbagging and the conundrum
of speed hikers on the Appalachian Trail. “The New Ethic” is the heart of
the book, in which the authors debunk the perceived need for campfires and
cover waste disposal, off-trail walking, low-impact tenting, the advantages of
hammocks for sleeping, and other issues. “Toward a Sense of Stewardship”
discusses visitors’ responsibility to understand and protect the resource,
especially giving back through trail maintenance, which the Watermans more
properly call “trail tending.” The final section, “Four Unresolved Impact
Issues,” covers the traditionally difficult subjects of bushwhacking, dogs,
winter camping, and matters related to rock climbers and their attitudes
toward nature.
Although focused on the mountains of the Northeast, which the authors
know incomparably well, the book sometimes ranges a bit further afield.
Regardless, the advice is universal. The work establishes a philosophical context
of minimizing impacts to maintain the backcountry as wild as possible. One
of the book’s greatest strengths is the specificity of its advice. Thus, we are
urged to “wash dishes and yourself away from streams, using biodegradable
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soap and not much of it,” and “when hiking off-trail, fan out through the
untrampled woods, rather than tramping single file, thereby starting a herd
path that could become a trail.” In lesser hands, the Watermans’ lists of advice
could become an annoying scold, but their fresh, accessible prose and everpresent sense of humor defeats that pitfall. It’s hard to get upset with writers
who quote Yogi Berra and compare pack-everything hikers and go-light hikers
to voluptuous Mae West and the thin 1960s-era model, Twiggy.
Perhaps the book’s greatest weakness is a failure to thoroughly update the
text for contemporary issues. The sage discussion of digital devices in the
introduction whetted my appetite for a more thorough treatment. There is no
mention of trail angels and trail magic on the Appalachian Trail, a significant
change in the hiking experience that would have benefited from Laura Waterman’s views. The fact that the most recent publication in the “Selected Bibliography” dates from 1993 is telling. But this weakness is also a great strength
in that the book has become a history of some very important wilderness ethics debates of the late-twentieth century that might otherwise have been lost.
For example, today’s serious backcountry hikers are fairly unlikely to build
campfires, but the extensive discussion of the issue is both an interesting look
back at previous ethical regimes and an inspiration that attitudes can change
for the better.
The Watermans strongly favor hiker education and observe quite rightly,
“In the long run, education is the key to humans treating the alpine zone less
destructively.” Their fine work over many decades, including this book, is
proof enough of such a principle. In contrast, they have an aversion to regulation, which they view as “inconsistent with the freedom of the hills” as they
single out Maine’s Baxter State Park as “the worst offender when it comes to
telling the hiker what he or she can and cannot do.” A more nuanced discussion of regulation would have been helpful as demonstrated by Lucille Stott’s
recent coverage of trail runner Scott Jurak’s media-frenzied and champagnesoaked celebration on Baxter Peak (“Wild Katahdin?” in Appalachia, Summer/Fall 2016, 67 no. 2).
From the 1970s, when they began writing about these ideas, the Watermans were leaders in backwoods ethics discussions. In a very real sense, everything that has followed is a footnote to their trailblazing work. Regardless of
some minor faults, this book remains required reading, not only for its sound
and pragmatic teachings, but because the Watermans subtly convey that in
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wildness one finds solace, renewal, and energy for the human soul. “We must
never forget,” they write toward the end of the book, “the importance of the
alpine experience to the human spirit.”
—David K. Leff

Deep Down Dark: The Untold Stories of
33 Men Buried in a Chilean Mine, and the
Miracle That Set Them Free
By Héctor Tobar
Farrar Straus and Giroux, 2014. 309 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-374-28060-4. Price: $26 (hardcover).
We all know the ending. Heroic, tearful,
joyous. The guts of the book, though, are what
make it exceptional nonfiction.
Deep Down Dark is a story of inverse mountaineers. Not spelunkers, but miners. In 2010, in
Chile, a mountain’s innards collapsed, trapping
33 miners at 2,300 feet below the entrance. None died in the rock cascade.
The main obstacle preventing escape was a fallen diorite slab estimated to
weigh 750,000 tons, a wedge the size of two Empire State Buildings.
A century of copper and gold digging had made the mountain decrepit,
and when it moved, its shaky bones—porous from dynamiting, excavating,
road building, and drilling—couldn’t withstand the motions. One weakening
agent was the two-mile driving ramp corkscrewed into the core. (Visualize
descending the Mount Washington Auto Road encased in tunnel of black
rock.) It was wide enough for a single truck or other heavy equipment and
had turnouts so vehicles could pass one another. Ore extraction occurred in
shafts leading from the ramp, which workers extended downward whenever
they extinguished a vein. The mine bottomed out below the refuge room to
which the group fled.
There the 33 assessed their agonies, fought depressions and demons, and
flailed at—or moved toward—their gods. They squabbled over the only emergency cache, stocked minimally with cookies and cans of tuna fish. Some
secreted food. Some considered suicide. One, worried he might be eaten,
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flashed a knife at another. As in many aboveground catastrophes, leadership,
or its lack, became a crux issue. There were role exchanges and shifts in group
dynamics, as if the entombing wasn’t stress enough.
Leadership up top, too, was scrambled. Then the Chilean president’s representative arrived and crack engineers came on. Meanwhile, news sped, and
families pitched camp in the high desert next to the mine for the duration.
When, finally, a narrow drill punched through, water and food were fed
down, and electronic connections were established, including by audio and
video. Attempts to drill a wider passage failed, and officials accepted international help. Three countries set up workstations arrayed like soda straws
around the rim of a glass, each straw angled at the target. Two straws broke,
leaving just the Americans, who managed to penetrate the crypt.
The custom rescue vehicle—a pulley-operated, bullet-shaped cage looking
like something salvaged from a carnival ride—held a single person and had
mere inches clearance from the wall of the nearly half-mile escape straw. If
the mountain chose—I personify the inanimate object because mountains can
exhibit perverse will—if the mountain chose to fault even a few inches during
a miner’s 22-minute freedom ride, he could have died stranded between two
nether spaces, one deep down dark, the other high, seductive and bright, both
terminally inaccessible.
The mountain held.
Rescue for all came on the 69th day of entrapment. Months of underground tribulation caused surface consequences for the miners. Elated to
suck sunlight and fresh air and embrace loved ones, many of the 33 nonetheless sank fast into an emotional trough. It was not unlike what winners
of multimillion-dollar lotteries can experience: instant fame, identity dislocation, self-repudiation about behavior, religious reassessment, family strife.
Disputed book and movie rights also entered the equation.
Who, after all, owned this story?
Héctor Tobar’s account is impressively evenhanded. His characterizations,
while including the virtuous and the ugly, neither bloat nor belittle his heroes.
You read about common people in impossible distress: those in the hole,
and those high above—family, mistresses, rescuers, reporters, politicians—all
trying to reckon with too much. You come away understanding something
about the complex nature of dignity.
What reader cannot ask, How would I handle myself?
Missing from the hardbound edition but present in the paperback are
welcome explanatory photographs and diagrams. The 33, a movie based on
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Tobar’s book, is necessarily condensed but faithful to the run of things, and it
helps complete one’s visual understanding of events and locales.
It’s difficult to comprehend a mountain from inside out. Me, I’ll stick to
the externals of ascent, sunlight, and storm, and the apparent hard surface of
things and take my risks there. Then again, I am—like many of the world’s
fortunate who have choices—not forced by economic exigency to moil
for gold.
—W. Kent Olson

The Man Who Built the Sierra Club:
A Life of David Brower
By Robert Wyss
Columbia University Press, 2016. 410 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-231-16446-7. Price: $35 (hardcover).
To understand how the modern environmental movement became what it is today,
you would have to know more than just a little
about David Brower, the Sierra Club’s first executive director. Unfortunately, Brower is often
forgotten among other environmental heroes of
the twentieth century, such as Aldo Leopold and
Rachel Carson. Kudos to author Robert Wyss, a journalist and associate professor at the University of Connecticut, for this much-needed and thoroughly
researched book that helps rescue those of us who care about the natural
world from a lamentable amnesia.
Brower led the Sierra Club with energy and charisma. He took chances
and was unflaggingly dedicated to protecting the natural world. This made
him the “preeminent conservation leader in the 1950s and 1960s.” He turned
the Sierra Club from a regional hiking organization into an environmental
force of national and even international influence. But his bold, risk-taking,
and indomitable spirit that led to such success also led to his forced departure
from the Sierra Club in 1969. He formed Friends of the Earth and experienced the same rise and fall. His story is simultaneously an inspiration and
cautionary tale for today’s conservationists.
Born in Berkeley, California, in 1912, young Brower was an aggressive rock
climber and peakbagger. This led to his joining the Sierra Club in 1933. He
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is credited with 33 first ascents in the Sierra Nevada, and he climbed every
14,000-foot summit in the range. Brower dropped out of the University of
California and served in the U.S. Army’s Tenth Mountain Division in World
War II. First hired as an associate editor of the Sierra Club Bulletin in 1938,
he was elected to the club’s board of directors in 1941 and in 1952 became
executive director.
Brower’s daring and skillful leadership resulted in the 1955 defeat of two
proposed dams in Dinosaur National Monument on the Colorado River,
a first-of-its-kind milestone that energized, empowered, and emboldened
the conservation movement. But as part of a compromise, he agreed to the
much larger Glen Canyon Dam downstream. Later calling the project “just
an engineering, job-making project and money-making machine,” he would
never forgive himself for sacrificing this incomparably beautiful place. As a
result, he soured on compromise. It would color the rest of his career, for
good and for ill.
Through Brower’s efforts, a wilderness bill was introduced in Congress
in 1956 (it passed in 1964). Meanwhile, he fought the U.S. Forest Service as
a bastion of “saw-log” foresters for whom “multiple use” meant “that everything in the national forest is for sale.” He battled a park service that favored
tourist amenities over preservation of the natural world. Brower advocated for
new parks and wilderness designations throughout the west, often meeting
with success that protected millions of acres. He was victorious leading the
fight against two dams in the Grand Canyon during the mid-1960s.
At the Sierra Club, the indefatigable Brower also began an ambitious book
program that used spectacular photographs from the likes of Ansel Adams
and Elliot Porter. The books gained wide attention, won awards, and resulted
in increased prestige and membership for the club. But they also diverted
resources from advocacy and ultimately presented financial risk.
“Brower’s skillful use of public relations,” Wyss writes, “in his books, films
and political efforts helped build public support, allowing him and others in
the movement to be more demanding.” But Brower could be abrasive, if not
downright hostile, to those who disagreed with him. He was a poor personnel
and financial manager. He spent money without authorization, undercut his
board, and even defied direct orders. Eventually “intemperate remarks” and
“lax management” caught up with him. He was a national conservation hero,
but his reckless management and cavalier treatment of those who dissented
from his views ended his career with the Sierra Club in a public confrontation.
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In his later years, Brower continued as a visionary, and he was among the
first to see environmental issues as an international problem. He was in the
vanguard in activism against toxic chemicals, air and water pollution, nuclear
power, energy conservation, and other issues.
Brower left the Sierra Club in 1969, “just when the fledgling environmental
movement could have used a strong leader,” Wyss writes. Reflecting on the
current conservation movement, Wyss laments, “We have lost sight of the
Brower style of environmental advocacy.” He sees “a leadership vacuum” in
today’s environmental organizations whose heads are “typically not hired for
their charisma but as professional chief executive officers who will spend most
of their time on administrative functions.”
The unvarnished David Brower might not make the best CEO in the
contemporary political and financial climate. But there is no doubt, as Wyss
points out, that today’s environmental managers could use a good dose of his
passion, nerve, and vision. Though he has been gone almost a generation, we
still need the inspiring eloquence of this person who so vigorously repeated
this quotation of unknown origin: “We do not inherit the Earth from our
fathers, we are borrowing it from our children.”
—David K. Leff

Welcome to the Goddamn Ice Cube:
Chasing Fear and Finding Home
in the Great White North
By Blair Braverman
Ecco, 2016. 288 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-06-231156-6. Price: $25.99 (hardcover;
also available in paperback, audio, and Kindle).
A deep well of confidence and strength
develops from standing in snowstorms, in wind,
and in the open landscape. It is a fear that leads
to bravery. Blair Braverman’s memoir tells how
she learned to speak and control her life through
experiences as a dog musher, visitor, and shopkeeper in Alaska and Norway.
Her story of moving from her teens into her 20s emerges honest and raw.
She is threatened and emotionally abused by a host father in high school, and
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her boyfriend sexually assaults her while they are working as dogsled drivers
on a glacier in Alaska, where she lives the difficult life of a young woman in a
place where men are so desperate for female companionship that desperation
flies quickly from teasing to grabbing. She identifies the “hard masculinity
that seemed to thrive in the north,” and notes, “What I feared most was men,
and what I feared for was my body.”
Braverman, who since 2011 has written four times for Appalachia, also
was drawn to Norway: its fjords, deep Arctic darkness, and the rough and
close-to-the-landscape community of Malangen, where she first attended a
folk school and later knit herself into local families’ lives as she helped with
lambing and worked in the village store. Her lyrical prose sings the power of
both Alaska and Norway, especially how she appreciated sunlight in spring
and how it felt to be spinning on the top of the world.
At the close of the story, she watches the year-end celebration of the folk
school she had attended many years before: “Once I had been that tough.
Now I had sheep to shear.”
As a woman, musher, and writer, I pay attention to writing by women
mushers. Their words become part of my life because they join the fabric of
public knowledge and assumptions about female dog-team drivers. I raced
with Blair in the Upper Peninsula 200-mile dogsled race in February 2015.
Five of the fifteen mushers were women. I passed Blair early in the race, in
a blowing whiteout on the shores of Lake Superior; because of the run-rest
cycle we stayed on, I didn’t see her the rest of the race. I later learned that she
stopped just after the halfway point to rescue another musher suffering from
hypothermia. She earned the Sportsmanship Award for that event.
Unlike some other stories of women in wild places, Braverman does not
discuss or pull us into judging her technical abilities as dogsledder or winter survivalist. To prove skill is not her book’s purpose. Braverman’s memoir
offers us the chance to hear her beating heart and beautiful voice.
—Sally Manikian
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Acadia National Park:
A Centennial Celebration
Multiple authors;
photography by Tom Blagden, Jr.
Rizzoli, 2016. 224 pages
ISBN: 978-0-8478-4914-7.
Price: $50 (hardcover).
Nature photographer Tom
Blagden, Jr., manages to capture the
light as it really feels along the coast
of Maine, where, a century ago, a
group of advocates worked together
creating Acadia National Park. Maine’s coast before that time might have
seemed like a work site or, perhaps, just a problem, with its rocks, sand, and
muck. The essays, by writers including the history expert Dayton Duncan, art
curator Christopher Crosman, longtime Mainer and Appalachia contributor
W. Kent Olson, and environmental philanthropist David Rockefeller Jr., celebrate Acadia’s people and the landscape they preserved for this 45,000-acre
national park. Climbing inside this book is the closest one can get to actually
going there. It is a beautiful tribute to an inspiring coastline.
—Christine Woodside
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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